We describe a novel method for detecting errors in task-based human-computer (HC) dialogues by automatically deriving them from semantic tags. We examined 27 HC dialogues from the DARPA Communicator air travel domain, comparing user inputs to system responses to look for slot value discrepancies, both automatically and manually. For the automatic method, we labeled the dialogues with semantic tags corresponding to "slots" that would be filled in "frames" in the course of the travel task. We then applied an automatic algorithm to detect errors in the dialogues. The same dialogues were also manually tagged (by a different annotator) to label errors directly. An analysis of the results of the two tagging methods indicates that it may be possible to detect errors automatically in this way, but our method needs further work to reduce the number of false errors detected. Finally, we present a discussion of the differing results from the two tagging methods.
INTRODUCTION
In studying the contrasts between human-computer (HC) and human-human (HH) dialogues [1] it is clear that many HC dialogues are plagued by disruptive errors that are rarely seen in HH dialogues. A comparison of HC and HH dialogues may help us understand such errors. Conversely, the ability to detect errors in dialogues is critical to understanding the differences between HC and HH communication. Understanding HC errors is also crucial to improving HC interaction, making it more robust, trustworthy and efficient.
The goal of the work described in this paper is to provide an annotation scheme that allows automatic calculation of misunderstandings and repairs, based on semantic information presented at each turn. If we represent a dialogue as a sequence of pairs of partially-filled semantic frames (one for the user's utterances, and one for the user's view of the system state), we can annotate the accumulation and revision of information in the paired frames. We hypothesized that, with such a representation, it would be straightforward to detect when the two views of the dialogue differ (a misunderstanding), where the difference originated (source of error), and when the two views reconverge (correction). This would be beneficial because semantic annotation often is used for independent reasons, such as measurements of concepts per turn [8] , information bit rate [9] , and currently active concepts [10] . Given this, if our hypothesis is correct, then by viewing semantic annotation as a representation of filling slots in user and system frames, it should be possible to detect errors automatically with little or no additional annotation.
SEMANTIC TAGGING
We tagged 27 dialogues from 4 different systems that participated in a data collection conducted by the DARPA Communicator program in the summer of 2000. These are dialogues between paid subjects and spoken language dialogue systems operating in the air travel domain. Each dialogue was labeled with semantic tags by one annotator. We focused on just the surface information available in the dialogues, to minimize inferences made by the annotator.
The semantic tags may be described along two basic dimensions: slot and type. The slot dimension describes the items in a semantic frame that are filled over the course of a dialogue, such as DEPART_CITY and AIRLINE (see Table 1 for the complete list).
The type dimension describes whether the tag is a PROMPT, a FILL, or an OFFER. This type dimension is critical to semantic analysis since it allows one to describe the effect a tag has on slots in the frame. PROMPTs are attempts to gather values to fill slots, e.g., "what city do you want to fly to". FILLs are actual slot fills, e.g., "I'd li ke to fly to San Francisco". OFFERs represent actual flight information based on previous slot FILLs, e.g., "there is a 9:45 flight to San Francisco on Delta". However, OFFERs often do not exactly match slot FILLs (e.g., the user requests a flight at 9:30, but the closest match flight is at 9:45), and thus must be distinguished from FILLs.
In addition to the two basic dimensions of slot and type, each tag takes a leg attribute to indicate which leg of a trip is being discussed. There is also an initial USER_ID slot which has two types (PROMPT_USER_ID and FILL_USER_ID), but no leg attribute.
Our semantic tag set also includes two special tags, YES and NO, for annotating responses to offers and yes/no questions. Finally, we have two tags, PROMPT_ERASE_ FRAMES and FILL_ERASE_FRAMES, for annotating situations where the frames are erased and the dialogue is restarted (e.g., the user says "start over"). Figure 1 shows part of a sample dialogue with semantic tags. Our semantic tagset is summarized in Table  1 . 
ERROR DETECTION
To provide a baseline for comparison to an algorithm that detects errors automatically, we had an annotator (not the same person who did the semantic tagging described above) manually tag the problem areas. This annotator marked four items:
(1) occurrence: where the problem first occurs in the dialogue (e.g. where the user says the item which the system later incorporates incorrectly) (2) detection: where the user could first be aware that there is a problem (e.g. where the system reveals its mistake) (3) correction attempt: where the user attempts to repair the error (4) correction detection: where the user is first able to detect that the repair has succeeded
We next developed an algorithm for automatically finding errors in our semantically tagged dialogues. In this phase of the research, we concentrated on deriving an automatic method for assigning the first two of the four error categories, occurrence and detection (in a later phase we plan to develop automatic methods for correction attempt and correction detection). First, the algorithm derives the turn-by-turn frame states for both the user's utterances and the system's utterances (i.e., what the user heard the system say), paying special attention to confirmation tags such as YES or deletion tags like FILL_ERASE_FRAMES. Then, the algorithm compares patterns of user and system events to hypothesize errors. Occurences and detections are hypothesized for three types of errors: hallucinations (system slot fill without user slot fill), mismatches (system slot fill does not match user slot fill), and prompts after fills (system prompt after user slot fill). Figure 2 shows a sample dialogue that illustrates several error types. Utterance S12 shows a prompt after fill error -the user has already supplied (in utterance U11) the information the system is requesting. In utterance U13 the user supplies contradictory information, and the system catches this and tries to resolve it in utterances S14 and S16. Next a mismatch error is illustrated -the user specifies ARRIVE_CITY in utterance U17, and the system shows that it has misrecognized it in utterance S18. The user attempts to correct this misrecognition in utterance U21, and as can be seen from utterance S22, the system again has misrecognized the user's utterance.
Below we describe the results from running the automatic algorithm on our 27 semantically tagged dialogues.
RESULTS
In the 27 dialogues considered, a total of 131 items were flagged by one or both of the methods as error ite ms (60 occur, 71 detect). A breakdown of these errors and which method found them is in Table 2 . As can be seen in Table 2 the automatic method flagged many more items as errors than the manual method. We carefully examined each of the items flagged as errors by the two methods. Three judges (the semantic tagging annotator, the manual error tagging annotator, and a third person who did not participate in the annotation) determined which of the errors found by each of the two methods were real errors (E), not real errors (NE), or questionable (Q). For calculations in the present analysis, we used E as the baseline of real errors, rather than E+Q. Table 3 shows the judgements made for both the automatic and manual method, which are discussed in the next section. It is important to note that human annotators do not perform this task perfectly, with error rates of 13% and 15%. This is also shown in the precision and recall numbers for the two methods in Table 4 . 
ANALYSIS
The automatic method flagged 40 items as errors that the judges determined were not errors (17 occur, 23 detect). These 40 false errors can be classified as follows:
A. 10 were due to bugs in the algorithm or source data B. 19 were false errors that can be eliminated with nontrivial changes to the semantic tagset and/or algorithm C. 3 were false errors that could not be eliminated without the ability to make inferences about world knowledge D. 8 were due to mistakes made by the semantic annotator
One example of the 19 false errors above in B is when the first user utterance in a dialogue is a bare location, it is unclear whether the user intends it to be a departure or arrival location. Our semantic tagset currently has no tags for ambiguous situations such as these. Adding underspecified tags to our tagset (and updating the automatic algorithm appropriately) would solve this problem. Another example is a situation where a system was legitimately asking for clarification about a slot fill, but the algorithm flagged it as prompting for keys that had already been filled. This could be fixed by adding a CLARIFY element to the type dimension (currently PROMPT, FILL, and OFFER). We believe that making these changes would not compromise the generality of our semantic tagset. However, as the point of our approach is to derive errors without much additional annotation, additions to the semantic tagset should only be made when there is substantial justification.
There were also 21 errors (15 occur, 6 detect) that were not detected by the automatic method, but were judged as real errors. These 21 errors may be categorized as follows:
A. 2 were due to bugs in the algorithm B. 8 were situations where the algorithm correctly flagged the detect point of an error, but missed the associated occur point C. 6 were situations that could be fixed by modifications to the semantic tagset D. 1 was an error that could be fixed either by a revision to the semantic tagset or a revision to the algorithm E. 2 were situations where the system ignored a user fill, and the automatic algorithm interpreted it as no confirmation (not an error). Human judgement is required to detect these errors F. 2 were due to mistakes made by the semantic annotator
PREVIOUS WORK
In Hirschman & Pao [5] , annotation was done by manual inspection of the exchanges in the dialogue. Each exchange was evaluated based on the portion of information "visible to the other party". Errors and problems were identified manually and traced back to their point of origin. This is quite similar to our baseline manual annotation described in section 3.
There have been other approaches to detecting and characterizing errors in HC dialogues. Danieli [2] 
DISCUSSION
It is clear that our algorithm and semantic tagset, as they stand now, need improvements to reduce the number of false errors detected. However, even now the automatic method offers some advantages over tagging errors manually, the most important of which is that many researchers already annotate their dialogues with semantic tags for other purposes and thus many errors can be detected with no additional annotation. Also, the automatic method associates errors with particular slots, enabling researchers to pinpoint aspects of their dialogue management strategy that need the most work. Finally, Day et. al. [3] have shown that correcting existing annotations is more time efficient than annotating from scratch. In this way, the automatic method may be used to "seed" an annotation effort, with later hand correction.
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